
Chilliwack River Advisory Group Meeting March 24, 2014 
Ministry of Forests Building, Airport Road, Chilliwack  

 
Attendance list: Jack Bryceland (FMC of BC), Mike Peters (RSTBC),Leon Lebrun (Trails BC), Kim Reeves (4WDABC), 

Rose Schroeder (Horse Council BC), Karin Smith (BCHBC), Scott Davis-Fisch (FVMBA), Adam Frey (VKC),  Mike 

Overhoff (DSBC), Tom Timmerman (DSBC),  Cal Kaytor (SWATT), Brian Romak (CSC), Pat Harrison (Hike BC), Bruce 

Leddingham (SWATT), Kevin Koopmans (FVMBA), Dean Jesiak (RNATV, ATVBC), Wally Klammer (GVMC)  

 

A.  Call to Order and Introductions -  Mike P at 7:05 pm 

 

Guest Speaker: Wayne Furness (FH Campsite Services: Campsite Host CRV).  wfurness@telus.net  cell: 1-250-315-

9614.  There are as many as 10% more events every year scheduled for CRV area.  RST and Campsite hosts need a 

process to keep track.  A new Strategy is being developed at the Provincial level but not available for use yet.  Issues that 

have arisen and been taken into consideration are: 

- large fees for event reservations: has since been capped at $150.00  

- reserving sites: still need access for some public (fees need to reflect costs) 

- signage to notify users and the public of upcoming events and reservations 

- what fees for what facilities was confusing: Mike P and Hosts are working on that 

- some sections of trails are maintained by Hosts: each group should confer with Hosts on this 

- early checkout times at sites: time is used to clean and ready sites for next day.  Common sense should be used. 

- day use parking at a minimum and sometimes used up by extra rigs at events 

- kids in sites on motorized: idle in idle out?  Set guidelines needed. 

- signs for campground etiquette need to be posted (motorized, dogs, garbage, fires etc) 

- horse camping? Contact Wayne Furness 

 

 

B.  Additional Agenda Topics 

 

     1.  Sign on Vedder Mtn - Scott DF: need a new sign on Parmenter (Cultus side of Mtn) between the two parking lots.  

Mike P advised Scott to go to Signature Signs and work with Margaret on a new sign which RST will include in the budget. 

 

     2.  North Chehalis Lake - bridge?  Currently a “0” load limit! So the road will be dug up as soon as the snow goes.  

Bridge support will stay but decking removed.  2
nd

 access to the Lake will remain open. 

 

     3.  West Harrison Facilities - Bruce L produced a flyer and reported on activities, facilities, fees, groups sites and 

reservations, all on-line at  www.westharrisonreservations.com      Possible horse camping at Weaver Lake? 

 

     4.  East Harrison - Host Ian Karsch and Sayers Lake First Nations….see RST website 

 

C.  Update from the District 

 

     1.  Horse Council BC Trails Workshop review - good speakers (BC Parks, RST, Shuswap Trail Alliance, Terry 

Wardrop, SEEC: Skagit Environmental Endowment  Commission, Connie Falk: Fish Trap Creek project) all geared to how 

are we going to keep the trails we have.  Mike P and Marina attended. Round Table discussions on 3 questions:  

a.  do we maintain the trails we have or build more?  b.  how to build “Shovel Ready Projects” and fund them? 

c.  what are the benefits of forming Coalition User Groups and should we? 

 

     2.  Chilliwack River Valley Brochure - Mike P handed out the printed version 1
st
 draft.  Not designed to report on trail 

condition. 

 

     3.  Sportsman Show - Mike P reported lots of interest at booth 

 

     4.  Dual Sport Newbie Ride - CRV staged out of Tamahi Site.  Tom T reported approx 130 riders.  Dealing with 

Tamahi Logging to keep the trail open was very positive.  

mailto:wfurness@telus.net
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     5.  City of Mission Interpretive Forest Update - starting to ramp up.  Mike P will be attending a meeting this week. 

He handed out some studies that have been done to support the project.  Next step is to develop the Recreation Master 

Plan with User’s input.  The Team is not clear as yet on their vision: resort driven or recreation driven? Suggestion that 

they have a website location for user input?  At the moment Mike P is representing our interests at the table.  Mike P to 

send out the 209 page Regional Outdoor Recreation Opportunities Study via email.  Completed 

 

     6.  Blue Mountain - $ have gone to other projects.  Because of a private land issue will not be re-applying until 

resolved. 

 

     7.  Agreement Holder Updates - discussed above 

  

     8.  Sumas Mountain - trail building for FVRD.  $ were suddenly found for building the trail from the upper parking lot 

to Chadsey Lake.  Work is currently being done and needs to be completed by March 31, 2014.  May be delayed bysnow. 

 

    10.  Bowen Island - still having to chase motorized out of the sensitive areas by re-installing boulders!  The motorized 

group that was going to help has disappeared. 

 

    11.  Gill Road - recent work on dumping issues.  Have installed a new sign and there may be some CO help along with 

a press release.  Try to get some people charged.  April 5
th
 is a Clean Up Day. 

 

    12.  Trails Need Assessment Project for CRV - Kevin K reported: focus on the hiking trails.  Group will hike the trails 

with a goal to assess conditions/signage needed/hazards/inventory what’s missing.  Tourism Chilliwack is heading up this 

project.  Concern that there are no $ coming from Chwk for maintenance.  Contact Kevin 604-392-5133 ext 305 or 

www.southfraser.com 

    

    13.  BCIT Woodlot Referral - impacts to Industry has to be done yet. 

 

    14.  Dist of Mission plans for TCT - a reroute of the TCT thru woodlot part of the Experience the Fraser project on the 

north side of the river.  This would go from Kanaka Creek to the Mission Bridge.   The section thru the BCIT woodlot is 

also a mtn bike trail so Kevin, Leon and Tennessee Trent should discuss.  

 

    15.  Chilliwack River Valley Brochure - discussed above 

   

    16.  Tamahi Staging Area - capital funding project proposal has been sent in.  No response yet.  Shovel ready for NTC 

funding? 

 

    17.  East Sector Lands - Harrison area, latest info is that the Ag Land Reserve is holding things up.  Good partners.  

Conference call coming up to move forward. 

 

    18.  Vedder Mtn Interpretive Forest referral process - done except for 7 “conditions”  from First Nations that have to 

be replied to.  Will take a few months. 

 

    19.  Sunshine Valley - Mike P met with Terry Wardrop (ATVBC), and Stephanie Hooker (resident of Hope) to disucss 

the needs of the area.  2 distinct groups are represented: local residents and tourists coming in from elsewhere.  Terry 

suggested forms of signage.  RST is moving away from funding/building a staging area.  

 

    20.  Trail Counters - Dean J reported on one for Larson Bench.  All counters will go out with fresh batteries so we can 

collect a full season of use. 

 

    21.  Budget - Mike P reports operational will be approx 5% lower this year. The Land Based Investment Fund will be 

about the same as last year. 

 

    22.  Hiring Update - still trying to get one  more  Recreation Technician in Chwk office. 

  

http://www.southfraser.com/


 

   23.  Hayward Lake Trail Loop Repairs - with assistance from City of Mission.  High use trail and is 1/3 done. 

  

  24.  Mt Gardner Trails Establishment - Bowen Island.  Need a polygon establishment there.  So many old roads and 

skidder trails as well as foreshore area and First Nation involvement.  

 

    25.  Hope Trail plans - BCParks and Othello Tunnels.  Proposal for a trail to connect Kawkawa Lake and Othello 

Tunnels.   

 

 Discussion 
-  Squeah Forest Service Road: condemned bridges.  Chief says no motorized in the area.  More discussion have 

commenced. 

-  Nahatlatch Fire Lookout: brochure printed Apr 1.  Work bee needs to be organized (fire gauge base installed, painting, 

benches, windows, signage).  Kim R to head.  

-  Harrison West Fire Lookout: needs to be checked and a list of improvements needed made including photos.  Bruce L 

volunteered. 

-  Avalanche Sign for Cheam: example was shown and discussed. 

-  Vedder Mtn Clean up Day: April 13, 2014 

-   Ham Radio Course: send  Kim R a note if you are interested.  2 days, mid June at Forestry Office Chwk.  Jack 

suggested a one day course VHF radio operation if not enough people for the 2 day course.  Some of the cost to be 

covered by RST. 

                   

D.  Next Meeting - April 28
th
, 2014, 7:00 pm at Ministry of Forests Office 

 


